Carter to Ask Elimination Of Student-Loan Program

By STEVE DUROV

President Carter today asked Congress to end the U.S. student-aid program that provides federal subsidies for private loans. The move was aimed at eliminating the student-loan program, which provides federal subsidies for private loans.
What's the harm in a little marijuana? You'll find the answer to this "wise and sensible" book, full of information and free of preaching!

SENSUAL DRUGS by Harold & Helen Jones

Whether you use them off them, or just thinking about them, you'll finally know what marijuana and the other named drugs do in your life and all your other pleasurable sensations.

Harold has given a popular course on drug use at U.C. Berkeley, has counseled hundreds of students, interviewed 1,000 users, and surveyed all of the rehab centers. He has solid, honest, yet friendly ways to tell you about this drug phenomenon!

Order your copy today! $3.95

AT YOUR BOOKSTORE
Cambridge University Press 10 E 17th St New York, N.Y. 10003

We do.

PREPARING FOR MEETINGS

Coverage of Western Savings Bank Annenberg Center Theatre Series

OPENS WEDNESDAY
TUESDAY PREVIEW (8 PM): 56, 95, 54

THE MCCRATER THEATRE COMPANY
Michael Kahn, Producing Director

"More beautiful. The Physicist is not a play you can forget only." -Dore Barns, New York Times

The Physicist

By FREDRICH DURRENMATT, author of The Visit
Directed by GENE LESSER
February 23 thru March 6
Opening night, Wed, Feb 23 at 7:30 p.m.

Zellerbach Theatre
University of California, Berkeley

At the National Security Agency we think about your future... because our own future and the future of this country's security depend on having a mental of intelligent and imaginative people. At NSA, you may help to design, develop, and test devices and systems vital to our nation's electronic security, communications, and computer systems which convey crucial defense information, or you may engage in technical projects in support of NSA's equally vital intelligence production mission.

ENGINEERS (BS/MS): Electronic engineers delve into unique projects which span every phase of the S & D cycle. They research, design, develop, test, and evaluate cutting-edge communication devices, recording, and information storage devices; refine and optimize components, and determine the suitability of materials and processes for products in advanced research.

MATHEMATICIANS (BS): Math expertise is needed to define, formulate and solve complex communications-related problems. Statistical mathematics, matrix algebra and combinatorial analysis are just a few of the tools applied by NSA mathematicians. Opportunities for contributions in computer sciences and theoretical research are also offered.

The challenge is here and so are the rewards. Citizens begin at the BS level and include the usual government employee benefits. So perhaps it's time to stop merely thinking about your future. Schedule an interview with us through your Placement Office today (United States citizenship is required.)

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20705
Ann: M391
An equal opportunity employer m/f.

We do.
Ties With Iran Expanded

(Continued from page 1)

funded the program, Koelle said. Koelle said Martin Meyerson, President
Koelle is about $35,000 a year"after 1971. However, we must see if our ac-
``Continued from page 1)''
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Martin Meyerson. Next month, for-

Chickens and music of

Friday, November 21, 1977

McClelland Hall at 7:00 p.m.

federal loan money, the University

Turntables

Mon-Tues

Wednesday, November 21, 1977

Saturday, November 21, 1977

large.

Loudspeakers

Interstate Blood Bank

Plasma

for Tech HiFi

WALNUT MALL

RESEARCH

BASSLINIBONNS

ICE CREAM

FREE

Monday, February 21, 1977

Monday, February 21, 1977

0

Correspondences

for

AUDITIONS

for

Quadramics’ Spring Fling Production of

“A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON THE WAY TO THE FORUM”

Monday & Tuesday, Feb. 21 & 22

McClelland Hall at 7:00 p.m.

Bring a song!

Accompanists also needed

Hi Fi Sale

Monday

Washington's Birthday is the best day of the year to buy stereo at Tech HiFi.

This Monday, George Washington's Birthday is the best day to buy

Wednesday, November 21, 1977
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By Alfons France

The recent obsession with "Roots" and the resultant interest in the culture of African-Americans has brought about a whole new era of interest in the African-American experience. Many of the stereotypes about the black race have been challenged and refuted through the use of books, films, and educational programs. However, the concept of black identity has been largely overlooked in the academic world.

Alfons France (FAS '79) is on the staff of the Chemistry Department.

The Importance of Roots

By Fred Shabel

Fred Shabel is a man who took a dare. He decided to bring Eliot Stellar and Weightman Hall where he had been the editor of the Daily Pennsylvanian.
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news in brief

Compiled from United Press International

POISONOUS CLOUD FORMS IN Cimbabwe-An deadly cloud of chlorine gas, leaking from an explosion at a chemical plant, spread across a section of southeast Louisiana yesterday, forcing the evacuation of a wide area. The poisonous gas, which caused long-term effects, was reported spreading from a Dow Chemical Co. plant under five to ten mile-per hour winds.

POISONOUS CLOUD FORCES EVACUATION—A deadly cloud of chlorine gas, which can cause lung burns, was reported spreading from a Dow Chemical Co. plant under five to ten mile-per hour winds.

VANCE MEETS WrTH SYRIAN LEADER-Secretary of State Cyrus Vance met yesterday with Syrian President Hafez Assad for three hours in "frank" talks on the Middle East and the crisis in Lebanon. Vance said he had talked about "a range of issues." Vance said, "I had a fruitful session with him." "The subject was very wide. We played great. We came in with a more realistic-like attitude. It was just a matter of time before we broke it off," Vance added. "Commenting on the tone of the session, Daily asked, "I just hope we don't get carried away after this."" "I'm thoroughly disappointed," was all Primo Benevento could say about this weekend. After all, he was entitled would prefer to forget the misinformed source.

GRAPPERS TAKING TWO

Grappers Take Two

(Continued from page 4)

One guy that didn't hurt the team was forward Kevin McDonald. Playing on a very tender ankle, McDonald scored 12 points and 17 rebounds in a blowout victory over Kansas State. McDonald said, "He played great. We came in with a more balanced-like attitude. It was just a matter of time before we broke it off." "Commenting on the tone of the session, Daily added, "I just hope we don't get carried away after this." "I'm thoroughly disappointed," was all Primo Benevento could say about this weekend. After all, he was entitled would prefer to forget the misinformed source.
Quakers Cop 3 of 4 in Crimson, Green Matchups

By MARKOOPF (Of the Sports Staff)

HARVARD N.H.—Any basketball coach will tell you that it's crucial to have one. How much.Columbia simply couldn't produce one, and it showed.

The 14th-ranked Sooners had to wait until a late push by the Big Green to save them from a sixth straight loss. But the Sooners came through. And it was a good team game, and we needed it."

joined forces with the open man and left a big handful of defense still on the floor. Honyard's ability to see defenses, and he helped out on defense, it will seldom used center scored five points, grabbed five rebounds, blocked a shot, and

women's basketball and basketball, respectively. The Sooners' defense shut the Green down to 34 percent shooting and limited them to six field goals.

Hans Groene, a 6-10 forward from the Netherlands, helped turn the tide for the Sooners. He scored 15 points on a 4-of-4 shooting performance and grabbed seven rebounds.

The Sooners scored 14 points in the final 5 minutes of the game to break a 30-30 tie and put the Green in a 6-2 deficit at the end. The Sooners also outrebounded the Green 29-20 and were aided by seven turnovers on the court.

Crimson and Clovers—Over and over again, Quaker reserve guard Jim Niste came up with the big play to help his team to the victory. Niste was a key player in the victory over the Harvard Crimson on Wednesday night.

"It was a good game, and we needed it," Groene said. "I just try to do whatever I can to help."

Groene's teammates and coaches were impressed by his performance. "It was a great team game," said head coach Mike Kenney. "Hans Groene did some other things for us, and we needed it."